CDSClear Client Clearing
World’s Fastest-Growing CDS Clearing Service

By joining CDSClear, you access the broadest range of CDS products of any CCP globally, as well as the fastest-growing pool of liquidity. This creates the opportunity for more offsets, driving down your IM and delivering unrivalled capital and operational efficiencies.

WHY CLIENTS ARE CHOOSING CDSCLEAR

01. **Broadest Product Coverage**
   EUR and US products in a single CCP, creating more netting opportunities

02. **European Footprint**
   CDSClear is a France-based clearing service of LCH SA, an EMIR-authorised CCP

03. **Attractive Commercial Structure**
   Cost savings through reduced client clearing and account structure fees

04. **Innovation**
   The first CCP clearing Credit Index Options

05. **Asset Protection Through Flexible Account Structures**
   A variety of segregation models with different levels of position and collateral protection (Individual and Omnibus Segregation) to calibrate the level of segregation in your portfolio

06. **Operational Efficiencies**
   Compression and netting of positions, as well as standardisation of systems/processes for LCH clients — MarkitWire/MTM, LCH Portal, Portfolio Margin Simulation, Connectivity and Direct Client Reporting

07. **Margin Efficiencies**
   Full portfolio margining across Indices, Single Names and Index Options
A UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP

Built in partnership with the industry, CDSClear is not only the fastest-growing CDS clearing service in the world but also the only European service that allows clients to:

01. Cross-margin\(^2\) European and US Indices, Singles Names and Index Options in a single CCP
02. Clear Credit Index Options
03. Clear all Senior and Subordinated Financial Single Names, including CDS on member banks, enabling clients to clear Index arbitrage strategies to maximise margin efficiencies

Now, with even more opportunities on the horizon, there has never been a better time to join CDSClear as a client.

\(^2\)Subject to CFTC approval for US clients only

CONTACT US

To find out how to start clearing with CDSClear, contact us at:

Email  CDSClear@lch.com  Phone +44 (0) 20 3197 4516  Website www.lch.com